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Abstract: The different aspects of modern life have led to the need for more efficient methods of translation.
At the present time the demand for translations is not satisfied because there are not enough human translators.
But given the complexity of  the  phenomena  that  underlie  the  work  of  a  human  translator,  it  would  be
absurd to claim that a machine could produce a target text of the same quality as that of a human being.
However, modern translation industry has recently perfected production of translations in high volumes and
at a high level of quality by using cutting-edge language technology combined with innovative, future-oriented
management methods in ways that where simply unimaginable only a few short years ago. Again, advances
in information technology (IT) have combined with modern communication requirements to foster translation
automation. Thus, the internet with its universal access to information and instant communication between
users has created a physical and geographical freedom for  translators  that  were  inconceivable  in  the  past.
This paper aims at examining modern technology in translation: Contributions and Limits. It describes the
technology available to translators in this modern age and examines the negative and positive aspects of
machine translation and of the main tools used in computer-assisted translation: electronic dictionaries,
glossaries, terminology databases, concordances, online bilingual texts and translation memories and finally
the conclusion. Keywords: Modern technology, Machine translation, Computer-assisted translation tools,
Electronic dictionaries and Glossaries. 
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INTRODUCTION Translation technology is just getting to the point

There has been a significant increase in the volume everyday lives. Not only are there free, general translation
of text that needs to be translated into a wide variety of engines online, but even the more tailored, advanced
languages largely as a result of globalization. In addition, technology is becoming accessible via mobile devices.
new types of texts, such as web pages, have appeared The modern translation industry found new technological
and require translation. These demands of our fast-paced, tools and organizational methods that solved the nagging
globalized knowledge society have left translators problem of poor translations which used to be frequently
struggling to keep pace with the increasing number of generated by incompetent people calling themselves
requests for high-quality translation into many languages translators in the past, before these new, innovative and
on short deadlines. However, these two demands of high truly revolutionary tools were developed and adopted in
quality and fast turnaround are frequently at odds with the modern  translation  industry.  Technology,  it  seems,
one another. One way that some translators are trying to is having a deep impact on the translation industry, but is
balance the need for high quality with the need for not about to eradicate it. 
increased productivity is by turning to electronic tools We will describe a selection of computer-aided
and resources for assistance. In today’s translation translation     tools,      resources      and      applications,
market therefore, the use of technology by translators is most commonly employed by translators to help them
no longer a luxury but a necessity if they are to meet increase productivity while maintaining high quality in
rising    market    demands   for   the  quick  delivery  of their work and consider some of the ways in which
high-quality texts in many languages. translation technology has influenced the practice and the

where the general public will start to see its impact in their
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product of translation, as well as translators’ professional not in any way replacement for them but are to help them
competence and their preferences with regard to tools and to function better. We believe in the power of technology
resources. for progress and acknowledge that when misused it can

Translation Technology: The invention of the computer technology but that of users and abusers of it.
led very quickly to attempts to use it for translation of We will now at this stage make a distinction between
natural languages. In the period immediately following two   terms  that  are  closely  related  and  that  tend  to
World War II, initial attempts were made to develop fully confuse non-specialists: machine translation (MT) and
automatic, high-quality machine translation systems computer-assisted translation (CAT). These two
intended to replace translators. However, researchers technologies are the consequence of different
soon came to appreciate that translation is a highly approaches. They do not produce the same results and
complex    task   that    consists   of   more   than   mere are used in distinct contexts.
word-for-word substitution. It proved very challenging to
programme computers to take into account contextual, Machine Translation (MT): MT which relies solely on
pragmatic and real-world information. software aims at assembling all the information necessary

Major important advances occurred during the 1980s. for translation in one program so that a text can be
The administrative and commercial needs of multilingual translated without human intervention. It is that sector of
communities stimulated the demand for translation, automated activity that consists of translating electronic
leading to the development in countries such as France, data automatically (the machine does all the translating
Germany, Canada and Japan of new translation systems with    no    user   input)  from  one  language  to  another.
such as Logos (from German to French and vice versa) It exploits the computer’s capacity to calculate in order to
and the international system created by the Pan-American analyze the structure of a statement or sentence in the
Health Organisation (from Spanish to English and vice source language, break it into easily translatable elements
versa), as well as a number of systems produced by and the create a statement with the same structure in the
Japanese computer companies. Again, the beginning of target  language. It  uses  huge  plurilingual  dictionaries,
the 1990s saw vital developments in machine translation as well as corpora of texts that have already been
with a radical change in strategy from translation based translated. Consequently, while research into machine
on grammatical rules to that based on bodies of texts and translation is still ongoing, researchers and developers
examples (for example, the Reverso Program). Language have broadened the scope of natural language processing
was no longer perceived as a static entity governed by applications to include computer-aided translation (CAT)
fixed rules, but as a dynamic corpus those changes tools, which aim to assist, rather than replace,
according to use and users, evolving through time and professional translators. So, as with any ongoing
adapting to social and cultural realities. endeavour, MT which in the 1980s held great promises

Thus, with global interconnectivity businesses and has been steadily losing ground to computer assisted
other modern day activities are fuelling the growth of the translation because CAT responds more realistically to
translation industry and that in turn is supporting actual needs since it has a human touch.
technologies to support multiple language translations.
To this day machine translation continues to progress. Computer-Aided Translation: CAT systems are systems
Large companies are now using it more, which also which actually perform the task of translation but rely on
increases   software   sales   to   the    general    public. the intervention of the human translator at various stages
Again, with the advent of new age software tools such as in the translation process. CAT uses a number of tools to
Google Translate and Translation Memory tools like help the translator work accurately and quickly, the most
Trados, translation is becoming much easier to manage. important of which are terminology databases and
This situation has led to the creation of on-line machine translation memories.
translation services such as AltaVista, which offer rapid Increased interest in CAT has been needs-driven-on
e-mail services, web pages, etc in  the  desired  language, the part of both clients and translators-as recent decades
as well as to the availability of multilingual dictionaries, have witnessed considerable changes in our society in
encyclopedias and free, direct-access terminology general   and  in  the  translation  market  in  particular.
databases. These tools do not pose a threat to the Most   texts  are  now  produced  in  a  digital  format,
translators and interpreters to do their job better and are which means they can be processed by computer tools. 

bring about evil, but then, that is not the problem of
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Types of Modern Translation Technologies: Blatt et al. performing administrative tasks. Computer-aided
(1985), [1], distinguish three types of computerized translation in our definition further assumes that the
approaches   to   the  translation  process:  machine  aids source-language    is   in    machine-readable  form  [3].
for    translators,    machine-aided   translation   and Thus, machine-aided translation as presented here occurs
machine translation. For our concern in this paper, in any situation where a machine-readable source text is
machine aids cover systems such as word processors, processed by computerized tools in order to produce a
dictionary management tools, TERM BANKS and various target-language translation, with the translator being in
look-up facilities which support the translator but do not control of all stages of this process and performing the
actually perform the translation task. Machine-aided intellectual process of translation.
translation systems, on the other hand, are systems which
actually perform the task of translation but rely on the The Impact of Modern Translation Technologies in
intervention of the human translator at various stages in Today’s World and on Translators: Communication
the   translation   process.  The  difference  between advances have led  to  an  increasingly  globalised  world.
machine-aided translation systems and machine As the world’s interconnectedness gets deeper through
translation systems, in Blatt et al’s view, is that the latter the integration of its various aspects like culture, markets,
are intended as fully automatic translation systems, trading goods and so on, it is already widely accepted
though their output can of course be passed on to a that its positive and negative effects will also run across
translator for post-editing. the borders- that will include people, businesses,

One can also categorize the types of computerized languages, educational systems and economies. One of
translation using the more recent approaches. These more the things that have been affected by this is the
recent ways of categorizing the types of computerized translation industry as more people interact and exchange
translation take as their principal criterion the degree of ideas. The continued expansion of the global market and
automation, that is ‘ relative contribution of the machine the realization that language and the ability to
and the human translator to the translation process’ communicate in multiple languages is a primary driver as
(Lehrberger and Bourbeau 1988), [2], resulting in a business compete in the global marketplace has placed
classification which distinguishes among machine-aided translators and interpreters in higher demand than they
human translation (MAHT), human-aided machine have ever been in history and their services are being
translation (HAMT) and fully automatic machine recognized by mainstream as  “vital”  to  the  functioning
translation (FAMT) of    this    new    multilingual   and   multicultural   world.

Balkan (1992), [3], makes a binary distinction between An indication of the increasing globalization is the growth
machine translation (MT) and machine-assisted/ of language translation and the localization market in 2006
computer-assisted     translation     (MAT     or    CAT), from 8.8billion to a projected increase of 9.6billion by 2012
using machine translation to refer to ‘any system that [4].
actually performs a translation’ and classifying ‘any other Common Sense Advisory, an independent analyst
computerized translator tool which falls short of firm  that  focuses  on  this  area  estimates  that  the
translating as a CAT device’ [3]. demand for translation services will grow 12% annually.

Again, the term ‘machine-aided translation’ is used in Simply put, human translators do not have the capacity to
a broad sense here to cover all kinds of software systems meet this demand. In such instances where translation is
especially designed and developed for use as part of a highly required, translation technology makes the process
translator’s work-station, but not themselves performing easier. Translation technology solves this problem in two
the    task    of   translation   as   such.   In  other  words, ways. First, it enables translation at a level where it does
the systems discussed here are not designed to undertake not need to involve a human. Secondly, we have seen
any syntactic or semantic analysis of a source text nor to translation technology increase human translator
generate a target language equivalent of the source text or productivity by up to 400%. The recent advances in
any part of it not included also in the definition of technology are now also helping to break down language
machine-aided translation here are standard software barriers and revolutionalise the role of traditional
systems   used in  a  modern   office   environment   in translators.
general   rather   than   specifically   by   translators, Globalization has made it that for some organizations,
examples:    standard     word-processing    software, there is no other option other than to use new
universal database systems and other tools used in technology.  A  very  good    example  is  looking  at  what
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Angelique Petrits, a language officer at the European How Translation Technologies Work: In reality the
Commission says. She says the organization is translation process comprises two stages:
responsible for translating 2million pages into 24 different
languages every year. “It wouldn’t be able to fulfill its First, the production of a rough text or preliminary
mission without   up-to-date   translation  technology”. version in the target language, in which most of the
She says. She continues by saying: “Technology is a tool translation problems are solved but which is far from
that helps dealing with  scarce  resources  of  translators, being perfect; and second, the revision state, varying
by speeding up their work and allowing them to from merely re-reading the text while making minor
concentrate on the essential. It also contributes to the adjustments to the implementation of radical
consistency of terminology, crucial in EU texts”. changes. It could be said that MT aims at performing

As we have seen, technology it seems, is having a the first stage of this process  in  an  automatic  way,
deep impact on the translation industry, but is not about so that the human translator can then proceed
to eradicate it. Andy Way says “There is just so much directly to the second, carrying out the meticulous
translation to be done- people have estimated that only and outstanding task of revision.
around  5%  of  what  needs   to  be   translated   actually
is-that good translators will never be out of a job”. Machine  Translation  Strategies:  Machine  translation
Professor Philipp Koehn chair of the machine translation is     an     autonomous      operating     system     with
school of informatics at the University of Edinburgh adds strategies and approaches that can be classified as
his part by confirming thus: “What’s happening is their follows:
jobs are changing”. He continues by saying: “They are
increasingly more about being a content editor than a the direct strategy 
translator…” the transfer strategy

This assertion by Koehn has confirmed a subject that the pivot strategy 
has been a long discussion, which is whether machine
translation and computer-assisted translation could Computer-assisted Translation: Computer-assisted
convert translators into mere editors, making them less translation is in practice a complex process involving
important than the computer programs. The fear of this specific tools and technology adaptable to the needs of
happening has led to a certain rejection of the new the translator; who is involved in the whole process and
technologies on the part of translators, not only because not just in the editing stage. The computer becomes a
of  a  possible  loss  of  work  and  professional  prestige, work station where the translator has access to a variety
but also because of concern about a decline in the quality of texts, tools and programs: for example, monolingual and
of production. bilingual dictionaries, parallel texts, translated texts in a

However, there is clearly the development of new variety of source and target languages and terminology
capabilities, which leads us to point out a number of databases. Each translator can create a personal work
essential aspects of the current working situation. environment and transform it according to the needs of
Translating with the help of the computer is definitely not the specific task. A wide range of electronic tools and
the same  as  working  exclusively  on  paper  and  with resources  are  of  interest  to  translators  to  help  them
paper  products  such as conventional dictionaries, carry   out  various  translation-related  tasks;  however,
because computer tools provide us with a relationship to CAT tools are typically considered to be those designed
the text which is more flexible than a purely lineal reading. specifically  with  the  translation  task  proper  in  mind,
From the foregoing, we assert that translation technology rather    than   tools   intended  for  general  applications
makes translators unique in the new world of instant, (e.g.    word     processors,    spelling    checkers,   e-mail,
mobile, digital world of communication. We also share the work flow and project management). Tools commonly
conviction that translation has not become a new considered to fall under the CAT umbrella include
profession with the new technologies, but the changes translation memory systems, terminology management
have come to stay and will continue to evolve. systems, term extractors, concordances, localization tools
Translators need to acquire totally new skills, to join the and even machine. Thus, computer-assisted translation
digital revolution (not fight it)…to understand mobile gives the translator on-the spot flexibility and freedom of
technologies (not discard them)…to use the tools of the movement, together with immediate access to an
trade in the 21  century (and learn what they are and what astonishing range of up-to-date information. The result isst

they can do for them). There is no stopping technology. an enormous saving of time.
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The following are the most important computer tools It is important to stress that automatic translation
in the translator’s workplace, from the most elementary to systems are not yet capable of producing an immediately
the most complex: useable text, as languages are highly dependent on

Electronic Dictionaries, Glossaries and Terminology connotations of words and word combinations. It is not
Databases: Electronic dictionaries are available in several always possible to provide full context within the text
forms: as software that can be installed in the computer, itself, so that machine translation is limited to concrete
as CD-ROMS and most importantly through the internet. situations and is considered to be primarily a means of

Concordances: They are word-processing programs that Some    people    are   also   confirming  the  fact  that
produce a list of all the occurrences of a string of letters Google translate produces nonsense most times, this is
within a defined corpus with the objective of establishing actually fueling a demand for professional human
patterns that are otherwise not clear. translation.

On-line Bilingual Texts: A bilingual corpus normally order to yield quality target text. So, despite the
consists of a source text plus its translation, previously effectiveness of machine translations, professional
carried out by human translator. This type of document, translators must still review the final translation in order
which    is    stored   electronically,   is   called   a   bi-text. to    ensure accuracy   and  cultural  correctness.  Also,
It facilitates later translations by supporting ready the expense  associated  with  translators  is  excessive.
solutions to fixed expressions, thus automating part of the Take for instance, the European Union must translate over
process. The growth of the translation market has led to one million pages per year and as new members are added,
increased interest on the part of companies and more languages require translation [4-6], also not the
international organizations in collections of texts or expense associated with the translation due to the
corpora in different languages stored systematically concentrated use of human resources. This is as a result
online and available for immediate consultation. of the fact that machine translation alone does not

Translation Memories: Translation Memories represent failure to recognize the subtleties within languages and
one of the most important applications of on-line bilingual various companies are attempting to address the
texts, going back to the beginning of the 1980s with the deficiency.    According     to     Belluomini    (2006),   [7],
pioneering TSS system of ALPS, later Alpnet. Translation the ultimate intent of multilingual communications is being
memory programs are based on accumulation and storing able to not only translate, but provide cultural
of knowledge that is recycled according to need, interpretation as well.
automating the use of terminology and access to
dictionaries. A translation memory can be used in two Contributions of Modern Translation Technologies:
ways: in interactive mode and in automatic mode. Technology has broken down the barriers of time and

Limits of Modern Translation Technology: Lack of connectivity. Over the two decades we have witnessed
sufficient linguistic resources for many languages and the  enormous  growth  of  information  technology  with
domains has been identified as currently being one of the the accompanying advantages of speed, visual impact,
major obstacles in further advancement of automated ease of use, convenience and cost-effectiveness. At the
translation. Language reflects society’s constant same time, with the development of the global market,
evolution, which is why it’s still easier for humans to keep industry and commerce function more than ever on an
up than it is for machines. Natally Kelly, author of Found international   scale,   with   increasing  freedom  and
in   Translation  explains:  “Professional  translators take flexibility in terms of exchange of products and services.
care  to  ensure  that  the  message  resonates  with a As more nations open their doors for noncitizens,
foreign audience as the original author intended it to. translation has become an important tool to bridge the
Machines still lack the ability to do this. A machine gap between global and local communication. The nature
doesn’t have a sense of humour or the ability to choose and function of translation is inevitably affected by these
the perfect words for a target audience”. changes.

context and on the different denotations and

saving time, rather than a replacement for human activity.

Again, machine translation requires post-editing in

provide the type of accuracy that is needed due to its

space, enabling global business via constant
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Furthermore, the internet with its universal access to documents such as web pages often contain content that
information and instant communication between users has needs to be updated frequently, deadlines for completing
created a physical and geographical freedom for translation jobs seem to be growing ever shorter.
translators that were inconceivable in the past. IT has Translation technologies have provided the answers. 
produced a screen culture that tends to replace the print In this paper, we have been able to establish that the
culture, with  printed  documents  being  dispensed  with discussion should not continue to be “if” but must shift
and information being accessed and relayed directly to  “how”  translators  will  participate  (that  is   to   say,
through computers (e-mail, databases and other stored not if they should use these technologies but how can
information). These computer documents are instantly they use them and what do they need as an industry for
available and can be opened and processed with far consistency). This calls for a positive career growth for
greater flexibility than printed matter, with the result that the  people  in  the  industry.   Translators   have to
the status of information itself has changed, becoming become proficient using the tools of their trade today
either    temporary   or    permanent   according   to   need. (which include devices everyone uses!), for example,
In  effect  the  language  barriers  to  further  globalization smart  phones  are  now  working  devices,   not   just
are being surmounted by translation technology. “common communication” tools. To this, we contribute
“Automated translation systems may be either a that translators should accept the new technologies and
centrifugal factor that fragments the world, or a centripetal learn how to use them to their maximum potential as a
force that binds cultures closer together. Both trends means to increased productivity and quality improvement.
could well occur simultaneously” [7].

CONCLUSION

It did not take long following the development of the 1985. Computer und Ubersetzen. Eine Einführung,
first computers for researchers to turn their attention to Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlag.
applying these computers to natural language processing 2. Lehrberger,    J.    and     L.    Bourbeau,    1988.
tasks. The translation market has changed dramatically in Machine   Translation.    Linguistic    Characteristics
the last decade because there has been an increase in of    MT    Systems     and    General    Methodology
demand of translation services. The sharing of of   Evaluation,   Amsterdam    and     Philadelphia:
information is at every level of the human experience John Benjamins.
today, Skype, face book, create video, etc. “According to 3. Balkan, L., ” Translation Tools”, Meta, 27(30): 408-20.
UNICEF more people die from lack of knowledge than 4. Miller, R., 2006. Multilingual content management:
from diseases. People in poor countries are simply unable Found in Translation Econtent, 29(6): 22-27.
to access global knowledge in a language they 5. Cajvaneau, D., 2002. Regulating the new Babylon,
understand. modern translation technology may be New Presence: The Prague Journal of Central Europe
bringing this knowledge closer to the bottom three Affairs, 4(2): 22.
billion…..” 6. Serva, S., 2003. Language translation for global

Ultimately, translation is important because it research. EContent, 26(1): 50.
facilitates multilingual communication and allows people 7. Belluomini,    D.,     2006.    Translation   by  machine:
from   around   the  world  to  better  understand  one a bridge across the multicultural gap. The Futurist,
another   culturally,    economically    and    socially. March-April.
However, different aspects of modern life have led to the
need for more efficient methods of translation. Translators
therefore envision a world where knowledge knows no
language barriers. At the present time the demand for
translations is not satisfied because there are not enough
human translators. Furthermore, because companies want
to get their products onto the shelves in all corners of the
world as quickly as possible and because electronic
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